INKLING CONNECT KEY FEATURES:

**Connect To LMS & LXP Systems**
Ensure a seamless learner experience by integrating Inkling with most LMS & LXP providers through standard connectors and a flexible integration-as-a-service platform.

**Connect To Third-party Content**
Gain access to tens of thousands of standard third-party learning courses including courses curated specifically for key verticals. Import these modern, off-the-shelf, e-learning courses directly into Inkling’s Learning Pathways to compliment your custom, mission-critical content.

**Data Connector**
User data is exported out of Inkling and imported into your own business intelligence tools and learning record stores for deeper insights.

[xAPI]
Get deeper insights with more granular learning data including time spent in content. Send real-time data from Inkling directly to your existing LMS or LRS that is xAPI compliant.

**Micro Apps**
Extend the functionality & power of Inkling by leveraging partner micro apps for games, virtual reality, widgets and extended enterprise designed to work seamlessly inside the Inkling platform.

WHO WE HELP
McDonalds, Allstate, Whole Foods, Taco Bell, Caterpillar, Abbott, Pure Storage, CHRISTUS Health, Love’s, Comcast, Tumi, and others.

INKLING CONNECT
Easily connect all the tools you need to deliver a streamlined learning experience and extend the reach of learning.

“INKling is a one-stop shop that allows us to meet the needs and pace of the business, which is really critical. My advice: implement platforms that make sense and support businesses getting faster and moving at this crazy pace. Inkling really does that.”

Michelle Kay
Director, Learning & Development
Taco Bell